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Contemporary criminal investigation assisted by computing technology imposes challenges 

to the right to a fair trial and the scientific validity of digital evidence. This paper identi- 

fies three categories of unaddressed threats to fairness and the presumption of innocence 

during investigations – ( i) the inappropriate and inconsistent use of technology; (ii) old pro- 

cedural guarantees, which are not adapted to contemporary digital evidence processes and 

services; (iii) and the lack of reliability testing in digital forensics practice. Further, the solu- 

tions that have been suggested to overcome these issues are critically reviewed to identify 

their shortcomings. Ultimately, the paper argues for the need of legislative intervention and 

enforcement of standards and validation procedures for digital evidence in order to pro- 

tect innocent suspects and all parties in the criminal proceedings from the negative conse- 

quences of technology-assisted investigations. 

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

A recent report by the NCPP in the UK points out that 90%
of criminal investigations nowadays have a digital element,
and identifies standardization and automation as core princi-
ples for further development of digital forensics ( T. F. The UK
National Police Chiefs Council 2020 ). Digitalization changes
the methods, techniques, and the scope of criminal investi-
gations. Despite the strive for automation, digital forensics
(DF) examination still struggles with limited resources, over-
reliance on tools and subjective opinions. Digital evidence is
increasingly presented and accepted in courts without scien-
tific validation of the digital forensic methodology or tools.
While classical investigative measures are subject to strict
∗ Correspondence to: Norwegian University of Science and 

Technology, Gjøvik, Norway. 
E-mail address: radina.r.stoykova@ntnu.no 
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0267-3649/© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an ope
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
limits and fair trial guarantees, digital investigations still lack
quality assurance and accountability. There are no European
minimum standards for digital evidence to establish and en-
force scientific validation in digital forensics. 

Inappropriate use of poorly tested technology undermines
the right to a fair trial, as formulated in Art.6 ECHR,1 and
threatens the presumption of innocence at an early stage
of an investigation. Moreover, ineffective pre-trial and trial
guarantees for defendants are not suitable to validate com-
plex DF methodology and tools and the suspect/defendant
position to collect or challenge digital evidence in the crim-
inal proceedings is weak. Overreliance on and inappropriate
use of technology in combination with the weak position of
suspects/defendants can lead to unequal treatment of sus-
1 Council of Europe, European Convention for the Protection of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as amended by Pro- 
tocols Nos. 11 and 14, 4 November 1950, Article 6 - Right to a fair 
trial. 
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3 Tunnel vision is a “compendium of common heuristics and log- 
ical fallacies,” that lead actors in the criminal justice system to 
“focus on a suspect, select and filter the evidence that will ’build 
ects/defendants and lack of legal certainty in the judicial pro- 
ess. 

Therefore, this paper is an attempt to clarify the connec- 
ion between the right to a fair trial, in particular the presump- 
ion of innocence (PI), with digital evidence rules development 
s a theoretical framework. Examined is to what extend digital 
vidence practices comply with fair trial principles and how 

echnology-assisted investigations challenge criminal proce- 
ure. Digital evidence is defined as: any information processed 

y electronic medium which supports or refutes a hypothesis 
bout the state of digital artefacts or digital events, of potential 
elevance and probative value for a criminal investigation 

2 .
igital evidence is the result of scientific methodologies and 

ools which ensures that “its authenticity and integrity can be val- 
dated” ( Casey, 2007 ; Mocas, 2004 ). Just like any other forensic 
cience, digital forensics must account for tool, methodology 
nd human limitations. Due to the dynamics in the field and 

he broad scope of application at every stage of the criminal 
rocedure, digital forensics practice must be guided by mini- 
um quality standards and fair trial safeguards irrespective 

f jurisdictional differences. 
This paper classifies the unaddressed threats to PI with 

espect to technology-assisted investigations and digital ev- 
dence in three groups: inappropriate and inconsistent use of 
echnology ( Section B ); old procedural guarantees, which are 
ot adapted to contemporary digital evidence processes and 

ervices ( Section C ); and the lack of reliability testing in digital 
orensics practices ( Section D ). It is argued that the use of tech- 
ology for investigation purposes must be evaluated against 

air trial and reliability standards. Outlined are issues with de 
acto reverse burden of proof, low quality data processing, re- 
iance on untested digital expert evidence (opinion), and lack 
f criminal procedure guarantees in data retention, crime pre- 
ention and suspicion-based procedures. Section E examines,
ritically, proposed approaches to address procedural fairness 
hreats in investigations and their applicability in digital evi- 
ence context. 

It is important to discuss which stage of the investigation 

arries high risks to the burden and standard of proof and re- 
uires PI safeguards reinforcement. Two of the four threats 
o the presumption of innocence as formulated by Ashworth 
 Ashworth, 2006 ) – confinement (defining offences as so to re- 
uce the impact of PI) and erosion (recognizing more excep- 
ions to PI) – are broadly discussed in the literature and further 
ummarized with regard to surveillance and anti-terrorism 

egislation. However, the other two dangerous practices – side- 
tepping (imposing restrictions on the rights of non-convicted 

ersons) and evasion (introducing civil law procedures in or- 
er to circumvent the rights conferred on an accused person) 
have more subtle impacts on PI, because they could be justi- 
ed by the need to collect evidence for the investigation. It is 
urther argued that side-stepping and evasion practices are fa- 
ilitated by the extended use of technology and the increased 

eliance on digital forensics in criminal investigations. The 
resumed digital evidence scientific robustness and ability to 
orroborate every aspect of the investigation conceals lim- 
2 Working definition based on legal and digital forensics per- 
pectives elaborated from [ Mifsud Bonnici et al., 2018 , pp. 189–190], 
 I. ISO 2012 ), [ Carrier, 2004 , Pt. 2.1]. 

a
p
A
n
U

ted accountability in digital forensics and undermines clas- 
ical fair trial procedural guarantees in technologically com- 
lex and volumized evidence processing at an early stage of 
he investigation. 

. Inappropriate use of investigative 

echnology 

he Presumption of Innocence in technology-assisted inves- 
igations is firstly challenged given the inappropriate and 

nconsistent use of technology. This creates issues, some 
f which are already examined in ( Findley and Scott, 2006 ; 
isinger, 2008 ) such as tunnel vision 

3 at an early stage of the
nvestigation; lack of reliable and complete evidence; parallel 
onstruction of facts ( Ciraco, 2001 ); lack of access to relevant 
vidence and forensic resources by the defence; unduly long 
etention of evidence and data on acquitted/suspected people 
or comparison. The need for harmonization of minimum pro- 
edural guarantees in respect to intrusive investigative mea- 
ures is discussed at length in ( Kusak, 2017 ; Vermeulen et al.,
010 ). Here the debate is enriched with considerations on the 
eed for transparency and accountability in digital investiga- 
ions and applied reliability validation of the digital forensic 
echniques employed. 

.1. Datafication 

n the context of digital evidence, the PI has a role in strength- 
ning the evidence at the investigation stage, where data is 
eavily processed and corroborated in growing amounts. Par- 

icularly problematic to PI are cases where the suspect or ac- 
used is suffering a limitation of his liberty or privacy based on 

ague suspicions. Besides side-stepping and erosion threats to 
I, such measures can have adverse effects on the quality of 
he evidence and the trial in general. 

The greater complexity of digital investigation and tech- 
ology provides extensive access to and collection of “poten- 

ial evidence”, which is not examined by a court, but has a sig-
ificant impact on the suspects, third parties, and even on the 
ecision on whether, if at all, the cases will reach trial. For ex-
mple, computer surveillance is the most intrusive investiga- 
ion measure, because it interferes with the rights to privacy,
ata protection, and telecommunication secrecy, and in ad- 
ition interrupts the integrity and confidentiality of computer 
ystems. Sunde calls for regulation of such actions and refers to 
heir difference from known interception or searches – “com- 
uter surveillance makes it possible to capture data that is not 
ven intended to be transmitted (and could not be intercepted) 
nd has not yet been stored (volatile data such as passwords 
nd encryption keys) (and could not be seized)” [( ̊Arnes, 2018 ),
 case’ for conviction, while ignoring or suppressing evidence that 
oints away from guilt”. Definition in Dianne L. Martin, Lessons 
bout Justice from the “Laboratory” of Wrongful Convictions: Tun- 
el Vision, the Construction of Guilt and Informer Evidence, 70 
MKC L. REV. 847, 848 (2002). 
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Ch. 3]. Moreover, the term surveillance is collectively used for
all types of technology from police hacking to CCTV cameras,
and even to data retention and monitoring. 

To illustrate datafication effects in relation to PI, further ex-
amined are examples of de facto reverse burden of proof, data
retention, and surplus of information. 

2.1.1. De facto reversed burden of proof 
ECtHR has stated that the reversal of the burden of proof is in
principle forbidden; 4 however presumptions of fact and law, or
asymmetric rules of proof as part of every legal system, could
in some circumstances be unfavourable for the accused 

5 . In
Murray the court underlines that presumptions unfavourable
to the accused are acceptable when the prosecution has es-
tablished a strong prima facie case and when, according to the
evidence, this is the only common-sense inference.6 On the
contrary, in Telfner the attempt by the prosecution to cover a
lack of evidence by establishing presumption was sanctioned
as a reverse burden of proof which violates the presumption of
innocence. The judgements show that the Court is attentive to
evidence irregularities in the investigation procedures. How-
ever, under the fourth instance limitation the court only states
that legal presumptions depend on “the importance of what
is at stake”.7 It fails to establish to what extent the presump-
tion of innocence could be infringed in order to achieve other
important goals in the criminal process, and when such in-
fringements amount to violation. In digital context, this could
be falsely interpreted as entailing the complete erosion of the
PI in the name of security-focused and intrusive investiga-
tive measures designed to overcome technological barriers for
prosecution. The use of technology allows to circumvent the
prohibition of a reversed burden of proof by extensive use of
probabilities and assumptions about “digital facts”, where the
reliability of digital evidence, its origin, or how it was obtained
is challenged on legal, and not on forensic science grounds. 

Although it is logical for reversed burden of proof to be used
only as an exception and in minor cases [( Trechsel and Sum-
mers, 2006 ), Ch. 7], a report on recent evidence gathering prac-
tices shows that most countries are “lowering the thresholds
(reasonable suspicion or serious indications to simple indica-
tions, reversed burden of proof, legal presumptions of guilt)
for triggering the criminal investigation and for imposing co-
ercive measures, the presumption innocentiae is undermined
and replaced by objective security measures” ( Vervaele, 2009 ).

Milaj and Mifsud Bonnici (2014 ) examine the use of several
technologies to surveil and collect intelligence about targeted
suspects and conclude that this undermines the PI principle
and results in a de facto reverse burden of proof because of the
4 Philips v. The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 41087/98, §32, 5 July 
2001; John Murray v. the United Kingdom [GC], Appl. No 18731/91, 
§ 54, 8 February 1996, Reports 1996-I; and Telfner v. Austria, 
no. 33501/96 , § 15, 20 March 2001. 

5 Salabiaku v. France, 7 October 1988, Series A no. 141-A, § 28: 
“Article 6 § 2 does not therefore regard presumptions of fact or of 
law provided for in the criminal law with indifference. It requires 
States to confine them within reasonable limits which take into 
account the importance of what is at stake and maintain the rights 
of the defense.”

6 John Murray v. the United Kingdom § 52 and § 60–62. 
7 Salabiaku v. France, § 28–29. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

danger of parallel construction of facts, collection of extensive
personal information which undermines the right to remain
silent, circumventing protective mechanisms in the criminal
process, and “precooking” evidential material long before any
charges are pressed. Some forms of criminal profiling may
even result in a de facto presumption of guilt ( Hildebrandt,
2014 ). The lack of access to information by the suspect to what
is considered relevant in such “data expeditions” might prej-
udice any further adequate defence and denies any protec-
tion to individuals with unconventional behaviour who are
not criminals. Moreover, a data-driven presumption of guilt
has adverse effects on fairness because it does not situate the
suspect as a party in the evidence-gathering process and re-
quires the suspect to prove his innocence. It is also more diffi-
cult for the suspect to provide an explanation, cross-examine
or gather counterevidence, since the evidence is “prepared”
before any criminal proceedings take place. It could even be
argued, that emotionally vulnerable suspects could suffer psy-
chological damage and end up making false confessions. 

Stuckenberg further argues that, in practice, given societal
sensitivity and media pressure on the judge, the police and the
state prosecution, insubstantial and questionable evidence is
used to secure a conviction in an almost hysterical manner
(as for example in the context of terrorist activity), or where
the defendant is the only person to give evidence, this will re-
sult in a de facto reverse burden of proof to the disadvantage
of the accused [( Stuckenberg, 1998 ), Ch. 3]. As Gross argues the
“miscarriage of justice” occurs not on trial, but much earlier in
the investigation. Time and social pressure can result in law
enforcement striving for conviction and identifying the wrong
person as the criminal. The amount of data available makes it
easier to “gather enough evidence against this innocent sus-
pect [and] the error will ripen into a criminal charge” ( Gross,
1996 ). The impact of such misidentification is emphasised by
tech-assisted investigations, where the line between preven-
tive, security and investigation techniques is blurred. 

Consequently, the investigation stage becomes longer and
more complex, while a judicial warrant may not reflect the
multiple dangers to the integrity of the investigation or the
quality of the evidence. When the judge is not aware of the
risks of certain technologies or investigation methodologies,
is not informed why a specific method is preferred over oth-
ers in a particular case, or about its accuracy, the judge is
not in a position to evaluate the intrusiveness of the foren-
sic technique and the warrant turns into a “blunt sword” of
administrative compliance. The suspect could be prosecuted
very differently depending on the law enforcement agencies‘
(LEA) digital forensics capabilities, lacks the protection of a
formally-charged person, and is easily put in a position to have
to prove her innocence. 

Furthermore, the literature on conceptualizing reverse bur-
dens is trial-based and does not resolve de facto reverse fact-
finding during investigation. However, this does not mean that
such conceptualization is not applicable to digital evidence in-
vestigations. For example, Hamer argues that when “the cost
or probability of wrongful conviction is relatively low, and the
cost or probability of mistaken acquittal relatively high, it may
be necessary to lower the standard of proof, or even to reverse
the burden of proof” in order to protect the PI. In digital and
investigative perspective, such a principle can be transposed

https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng
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10 S. and Marper v. The United Kingdom, no. 30562/04 and 

30566/04, 4 December 2008; and Rotaru v. Romania (GC), no. 
28341/95, 4 May 2000, § 43-44. 
11 Ibid., Marper v. the UK, § 67; and Amann v. Switzerland, no. 

27798/95, 16 February 2000, § 69. 
12 FP7-SECT-2007-217862, DETECTER project, The use of surplus 

information in the court of law, 2007. 
13 EU Network of Independent Experts on Fundamental Rights, 
n proportionality assessment, as to whether the probability of 
eliable evidence discovery is high and the detriment to defen- 
ant/suspect rights infringement is low, that the asymmetric 
r reversal rule could be justified. However, further problems 
ccur when the de facto reversal could infringe the rights of 
roups of people (targeted as suspects) or be at odds with the 
rivilege against self-incrimination. 

Further, the presumption of innocence has practical ap- 
lications during the investigation in its “disciplinary effect 

n relation to the evaluation of evidence,” and “verification 

f information” from different sources ( Sliedregt, 2009 ). Given 

he identified complexities at the early stage or the pre- 
nvestigation use of technology, it is not a valid argument 
hat law enforcement can use data processing just to assist 
he investigation or for intelligence, while fairness standards 
re triggered later with respect to classical investigation mea- 
ures. Any use of technology during the investigation must 
eet a reliability standard which should be weighed against 

he probability of wrongful prosecution and error. This is pri- 
arily related to the rules on how to present and evaluate the 

eliability of evidence. Jackson and Summers argued that “where 
here has been a failure by the prosecution to obtain signifi- 
ant evidence or undertake various tests to establish the ac- 
used‘s guilt, the burden ought to be placed on the prosecution 

o prove why that has not prejudiced the defence” [( Jackson 

nd Summers, 2012 ), Ch. 11]. Ergo, testing the evidence reli- 
bility by the prosecution is a way to avoid reverse burden of 
roof, while supporting digital evidence with reliability testing 

nformation serves the judge to further decide on the proba- 
ive value and admissibility of such evidence. However, in the 
iscussion of digital evidence standards, the evaluation of dig- 

tal forensics best practices for their compliance with fair trial 
tandards is not included ( European Commission 2017 ). 

.1.2. Data retention and surplus information 

he need for data retention for investigation purposes is well 
ecognized by law enforcement authorities, but fundamen- 
ally questioned and criticised within the data protection 

ommunity, which also affects cooperation between LEAs and 

he private sector. The controversial nature of data retention 

aws is partially rooted in the apparent inability of the legis- 
ator to guarantee sufficient safeguards, and maintain an ap- 
ropriate necessity and proportionality test for data retention,
hich was also emphasised by the CJEU when invalidating 

he Data Retention Directive.8 However, the UN report con- 
luded that “national legal obligations and private sector data 
etention and disclosure polices vary widely by country, in- 
ustry and type of data. Some countries report challenges in 

btaining data from service providers.” ( United Nations Office 
n Drugs and Crime (UNODC) 2013 ). 

In the Tele2Sverige case 9 the CJEU decided that a general 
bligation for collection of traffic and location data by all ser- 
8 CJEU, Judgment of the Court of 8 April 2014 in Joined Cases C- 
93/12 and C-594/12 Digital Rights Ireland and Seitlinger and Oth- 
rs, ECLI:EU:C:2014:238. 
9 CJEU, Judgment of the Court from 21 December 2016 in Joined 

ases C-203/15 Tele2 Sverige AB v Postochtelestyrelsen and C- 
98/15 Secretary of State for the Home Department v Tom Watson 

nd Others, § 108-109. 

O
p
C
d

2

1

ice providers for the purpose of combating crime is not in 

ompliance with EU data protection legislation and required 

he collection to be limited to only what is strictly necessary 
nd proportionate. 

The classical portrayal of data retention practices by police 
s a privacy issue must be enriched by consideration of its im- 
act on the PI. Firstly, there is the need to examine a couple of

mportant safeguards in data retention practices formulated 

y the ECtHR and relevant to the PI discussion. The storage 
f data has to be subject to strict time limits even when it
oncerns serious crimes and individuals must have the op- 
ortunity to challenge the retention and the truthfulness of 
he records.10 Moreover, the court underlined that the mere 
toring of data amounts to interference with Art.8 but failed 

o clarify the question of “subsequent use of stored data”.11 

or example, questionable practices were described as a “func- 
ion creep” or “surplus information”12 where digital evidence 
ollected for a certain purpose may end up being used for a 
ifferent purpose. In Sweden, Finland and Denmark informa- 
ion collected during wire-tapping or computer surveillance,
hich exceeds the scope of the investigation, is not regulated 

y law. This surplus of information could be used as evidence 
n another case or serve for investigation and crime preven- 
ion purposes. The Swedish Council on Legislation (Lagrådet) 
as pointed out that specific regulation on the use of surplus 

nformation is needed in order to comply with the obligations 
nder Art.8 ECHR.13 

Further, in Marper the ECtHR dismissed the argument of the 
rosecution that specific technology and expert knowledge 
ere not at their disposal to render the information intelligi- 
le – and concluded that the fact that the existence of such 

 possibility is sufficient to consider it as interference with 

rt.8.14 Moreover, any data which is irrelevant for the purpose 
or which it is obtained must be immediately destroyed, stor- 
ge of evidence data after the trial must be regulated by law 

nd judicial authorisation is considered the main safeguard 

gainst arbitrary and abusive surveillance practices.15 In ad- 
ition, the Court endorsed the need of secure storage and se- 
urity clearance for dissemination of interception material to 
e guaranteed.16 The ECtHR underlined that even “public in- 
ormation can fall within the scope of private life where it is 
ystematically collected and stored in files held by the author- 
ties. That is also where such information concerns a person’s 
pinion on the status of illegally obtained evidence in criminal 
rocedures in the Member States of the European Union, CFR- 
DF.opinion3-2003, available at: https://sites.uclouvain.be/cridho/ 
ocuments/Avis.CFR-CDF/Avis2003/CFR-CDF.opinion3-2003.pdf

14 Marper v. The UK, § 75. 
15 Roman Zakharov v. Russia, no. 47143/06, 4 December 2015, §
55-256. 

16 Kennedy v. The United Kingdom, no. 26839/05, 18 May 2010, §
62-163. 

https://sites.uclouvain.be/cridho/documents/Avis.CFR-CDF/Avis2003/CFR-CDF.opinion3-2003.pdf
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distant past.”17 The Court also outlined the particular danger
of data collection with “the aim of being permanently kept
and regularly processed by automated means for criminal-
identification purposes.”18 

Currently, the impact on PI of data retention practices is
not examined by the court but applying by analogy the logic
in relation to Art.8 infringements, a couple of threats to PI
are outlined here. One particular issue is that the systematic
collection and retention of data could be easily misused for
targeting suspects, reversing the burden of proof by requiring
from the individual to prove she is not guilty and the data
is false, for parallel construction, extortion of an innocent
defendant, or as leverage when the prosecution lacks evi-
dence. Secondly, the traditional safeguards such as the right
to silence, the privilege against self-incrimination and even
investigation procedures such as interrogation will be ren-
dered useless and substituted by data analysis, where the
data subject is rarely involved to exercise procedural rights
as in criminal procedures. Thirdly, the issue with retaining
data of different sources and origin, if they are not evaluated
for their accuracy and reliability, has the potential to erode
any protection of innocent people. The automated analysis
of inaccurate data adds additional risks of errors and bias.
The technical facilitation of data retention might also have
significant impact on accuracy and result in tampering or
data loss during storage, migration, or updates. This might
also provoke the opposite effect where individuals guilty of
crime are not identified due to low data quality and analysis. 

Further, a lot of the work related to PI infringements facil-
itated by technology is focused on examining extreme cases
such as mass surveillance or antiterrorist measures. As de Hert
argues in the past “enhancing both the reliability and the ‘soft-
ness’ of surveillance measures contributes to their legal re-
ceptiveness and apparently silences civil liberty arguments”
( De Hert, 2005 ). After examining data retention or the use of
biometrics for security purposes as a form of “soft” surveil-
lance, the author outlines the difficulties in applying the prin-
ciples of proportionality and subsidiarity as legal tests for
the intrusiveness of the measure. Milaj and Bonnici also argue
that data retention laws are “de facto legitimizing a form of
mass surveillance of citizens” ( Milaj and Mifsud Bonnici, 2014 ).
Such an opinion, however, does not account for the fact that
more than half of internet traffic is encrypted. Improvements
in anonymisation and obfuscation techniques greatly bene-
fit criminals and are broadly used in dark web markets. Si-
multaneously, criminals and criminal behaviour develops and
changes over time, while research in detection and identifica-
tion of such behaviour is improving. Retention of data is cru-
cial for forensic research, statistics on law enforcement tech-
nology use, and validation of digital forensic methods. 

In summary, to face new threats to society facilitated by
technology, states introduce both at the substantive and pro-
cedural levels tech-facilitated measures which lead to side-
stepping and evasion threats to the presumption of innocence.
In addition to data protection impact assessments, the pre-
sumption of innocence must be taken into consideration in
17 Rotaru v. Romania, § 43 - 46. Emphasises mine. 
18 Marper v. The UK - in relation to fingerprint. 
further development of robust data retention legislation for
law enforcement, specifically focused on the further process-
ing of such data by automated means, the protection of the
newly-inferred data, and the issue of repurposing and merg-
ing of data from different data bases and sources with differ-
ent levels of accuracy. 

In relation to the identified datafication effects, if the tech-
nology as such is not in breach of legal standards, the manner
of its use may raise concerns.19 Therefore, the use of technol-
ogy is another factor to measure against fairness standards.
The fairness of the investigation depends on the quality of the
data. The great potential of more complex and volumized data
for investigation purposes, could only be realised if a mini-
mum level of data accuracy and reliability is assured through
the presumption of innocence by default mechanisms, irre-
spective of data origin or technology, to counterbalance the
impersonality and adverse effects of data in investigations.
This requires a minimum standard for accountability and pro-
cedural accuracy for data processing which allows to trace
back processing operations to systematically correct errors
and verify inferences from different data sources. 

2.2. Technological circumvention 

An extensive and systematic capturing of data on suspects by
the state renders other measures – which are well suited to
the criminal procedure such as interrogation, witness exami-
nation or even detention – useless, since the state could “hack”
its way into the most intimate details of suspects‘ lives. Pre-
ferring data instead of classical policing methods not only in-
creases the danger of erroneous and premature conclusions
in the investigation, but it avoids the criminal procedure alto-
gether, because it diminishes the rights associated with an in-
terrogation or witness statement rights and safeguards. Lack
of “early and complete discovery disfavours the factually in-
nocent far more than any other set of defendants” ( Risinger
and Risinger, 2021 ), as argued by Risinger , and this is particu-
larly problematic in the current over-reliance on technology. 

The use of technology may conceal the intrusiveness and
significance of the LEA operation or cross-border cooperation.
Under “technological means” the police could avoid limita-
tions imposed by fairness standards or use transnational co-
operation to circumvent domestic constitutional limitations.
Cyber or non-physical aspects of the action may make LEAs
investigative measure look less substantial than they really
are, thereby pushing searches once considered joint ventures
into the purely physical realm into primarily foreign searches
given special status under the international “silver platter
doctrine” ( Street, 2011 ). 

Hadjimatheou (2017 ) makes the important argument that
not all technology-enabled interferences with individual
rights invoke presumption of innocence safeguards. However,
it is not considered that technology allows the combining of
several non-intrusive measures, which can result in a high in-
terference with individual rights. Indeed, Art.8–11 ECHR set
19 Data Protection Working Party (DPWP) Archive, Opinion 1/2007 
on the Green Paper on Detection Technologies in the Work of Law 

Enforcement, Customs and other Security Authorities. 
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able at: http://www.landesrecht-hamburg.de/jportal/portal/page/ 
bsharprod.psml?showdoccase=1&doc.id=JURE210003021&st=ent 
23 For example, Investigatory Powers Act 2016 of the United King- 
mportant limits upon specific infringements during investi- 
ations. However, protection against accumulated irregulari- 
ies due to an excessive use of technology must be covered 

y the PI, because it de facto amounts to the degree of crimi- 
alization and often towards whole groups in society. There 

s a need for oversight of the legality of a mounting up of IT
nvestigation measures in time (periodically) or in analytical 
erspective (combination of personal, geospatial or other data 
ith computation analytics, data mining). As argued by Gless a 

egislative failure is that “rules on information gathering only 
over one law enforcement tool at a time, but never the whole 
icture that might, for instance, include a combination of tele- 
hone tapping, financial data mining, GPS surveillance etc.”
 Gless, 2010 ). Extensive use of technology can be used for PI 
vasion and side-stepping, and can potentially circumvent the 
riminal procedure all together, if fair trial safeguards and re- 
iability standards are not implemented in the digital foren- 
ics processes. Intrusive digital forensic technology must be 
valuated firstly atomistically – at each stage of the process- 
ng for fair trial compliance. More importantly, holistic evalua- 
ion about a periodical or analytical combination of measures 

ust not be excessive in respect to PI. 

.3. Evidence forum-shopping 

ata synced on multiple devices, backups, and cloud storage 
llow the same data to be retrieved from different providers 
nd jurisdictions. If one country prohibits certain intrusive in- 
estigative measure, LEAs can use mutual assistance or mu- 
ual recognition instruments in order to acquire evidence from 

 country where such measure is lawful. Because countries ap- 
ly a different standard for foreign evidence ( Gless, 2013 ) and 

re not in a position to scrutinize a complex digital evidence 
rocessing in another jurisdiction, the legality or reliability 
f such evidence can be only challenged on limited grounds.
oreover, LEAs could decide not to intervene to stop a crimi- 
al activity in order to secure more convictions or a more se- 
ere conviction ( Rumold, 2016 ). For example, the French LEAs 
sed a computer interception device to break into an en- 
rypted communication service Encrochat, allegedly used for 
acilitating criminal activities 20 . As a result, over 30 000 users 21 

ere intercepted in a period of 2-months and the data col- 
ection was further send to multiple jurisdictions in Europe 

hich led to thousands of arrests in UK, The Netherlands,
weden, and Norway ( Zagaris and Plachta, 2020 ). However, the 
eliability of the interception evidence cannot be scrutinized 

ince it is protected by military secret exemption. Although 

he investigation measure was authorised by two judicial or- 
ers in France 22 , it is unclear if the authorisation encompasses 
he consequent broad computer surveillance. Moreover, the 
20 Joint Eurojust-Europol press release, ‘Dismantling of an 

ncrypted network sends shockwaves through organised 

rime groups across Europe’, 2 July 2020, https://www.eurojust. 
uropa.eu/dismantling-encrypted-network-sends-shockwaves- 
hrough- organised- crime- groups- across- europe . Visited 2021- 
5-05. 

21 The exact numbers of intercepted messages and EncroChat 
sers are unknown. 

22 Higher Regional Court Hamburg (Oberlandesgericht), decision 

f January 29, 2021, 1 Ws 2/21, 1 Ws 2/21 - 7 OBL 3/21, avail- 
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peration included data acquisition, analysis, and further pro- 
essing among several stakeholders, including Europol. It is 
nclear who had access to the originally acquired data, how it 
as further analysed and filtered, and how it was attributed 

o concrete suspects. It is up to defence lawyers to challenge 
he evidence on a case-by-case bases which raises the ques- 
ion if the legality and reliability of the whole interception will 
e challenged at all. The Encrochat operation is an example of 
ow little consideration is given to digital forensics reliabil- 

ty standards and defendants‘ right protection in technology- 
ssisted cross-border investigations and mutual-trust cooper- 
tion mechanisms. 

Defence lawyers have to deal with the threat of evidence 
orum-shopping because the prosecution services are embed- 
ed in formal trans-border networks which help them to find 

he best place to prosecute a case [( Boister, 2018 ), Para. 17.10].
o far, the PI as a principle has been examined to derive ev- 

dence rules at different stages and with respect to certain 

pecifics of the investigation within the criminal procedure as 
 whole. The viability of such analysis must be tested in the 
ontext of cross-border investigations and cooperation for evi- 
ence collection and exchange, which is the standard scenario 

n the digital domain. 

.4. Broadening investigative powers 

he increased use of encryption and emerging technologies 
e.g. cloud) by criminals and third parties related to an in- 
estigation, creates the need for broader LEA powers such as 
nti-encryption laws 23 and data access laws.24 The legality 
f such intrusive investigative measures is evaluated accord- 

ng to proportionality and necessity tests. However, it is ques- 
ionable if such test can be applied when crucial information 

bout the technology used or essential parts of the data pro- 
essing are not disclosed or scrutinized in detail. Broad data 
ccess and decryption powers are not legislatively comple- 
ented with requirements for reliability and accuracy of dig- 

tal forensics decryption methods or defendants’ rights safe- 
uards. For example, in relation to lawful hacking a suspect 
r defendant must be provided with information about the 
ecryption methods and tools, about how the acquired de- 
rypted data was examined and analysed, and potentially to 
e provided with DF assistance for testing exculpatory hy- 
othesis against the data set. There is no standardized or 
pproved methodology for forensic decryption, and in rela- 
om; Telecommunications and Other Legislation Amendment 
Assistance and Access) Act 2018 of Australia (The Parliament of 
ustralia, 2018). 

24 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of 
he Council on European production and preservation orders for 
lectronic evidence in criminal matters COM(2018) 225 final, Stras- 
ourg, 17.4.2018; and Proposal for a Directive of the European Par- 

iament and of the Council laying down harmonised rules on the 
ppointment of legal representatives for the purpose of gathering 
vidence in criminal proceedings, COM(2018) 226 final, Strasbourg, 
7.4.2018.; In USA CLOUD Act, H.R. 4943, 115th Cong. div. V (2018) 
enacted). 

https://www.eurojust.europa.eu/dismantling-encrypted-network-sends-shockwaves-through-organised-crime-groups-across-europe
http://www.landesrecht-hamburg.de/jportal/portal/page/bsharprod.psml?showdoccase=1&doc.id=JURE210003021&st=ent
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tion to mobile forensics exploiting vulnerabilities is currently
the broadly used method by LEAs for access to mobile data
( Alendal et al., 2018 ; Hay, 2017 ). Legislative initiatives are re-
lated to lawful hacking powers which are highly controver-
sial in respect to human rights, intellectual property, security
of communication ( Koops and Kosta, 2018 ) and have interna-
tional effects on digital governance policy ( Budish et al., 2018 ).

Currently there is an over-emphasis both by scholars and
legislators on access and collection of data through tech-
nology, while the debate is not legislatively complemented
with reliability standard for testing of such data and its fur-
ther analysis as evidence related to a concrete suspect or
crime. Further steps in data processing after collection, specif-
ically the legal compliance of pre-processing, examination
and analysis of data ( Broeders et al., 2017 ) from different
sources in a law-enforcement context is not addressed in any
legislative initiative. It is also unclear how information in-
ferred from data (analytics) can be protected and used during
the investigation. 

2.5. Challenging proportionality with reliability 

From the analysis so far, it can be seen that the use of technol-
ogy could assist every step of the investigation process, but it
blurs the lines between prevention and investigation of crimes
and it might infringe the rights of suspects, groups of people
or society as a whole. 

Data protection laws increased the strictness of the princi-
ple of proportionality in respect to digital investigation mea-
sures: “collection of data on “contacts and associates” (i.e. on
persons not suspected of involvement in a specific crime or
of posing a threat), the collection of information through in-
trusive, secret means (telephone tapping and e-mail intercep-
tion), and the use of “profiling” techniques, and indeed “pre-
ventive” policing generally, must be subject to a particularly
strict “necessity” and “proportionality” test ( Brown and Korff,
2009 ). In the latest communication, the Commission points
out that the necessity and proportionality test depend on the
type and volume of evidence, the type of investigation mea-
sure, its intrusiveness and safeguards of human rights.25 It is
not realistic, though, to assume that forensic experts can limit
their collection methods only to relevant data from the begin-
ning, or that all experts, who are often not lawyers, can suc-
cessfully conduct a complex legal test. Simultaneously, cases
where judges will need to refuse to accept important evidence
due to the warrant’s limits being exceeded, will need to be
avoided. A clearer standard need to be developed to overcome
this legal gap. As argued by Hong and Yu a “model needs to
be established that can assess and regulate excessive search
and seizure of digital evidence in accordance with a reason-
able standard that considers practical limitations.” ( Hong et
al., 2013 ). 

The PI could greatly benefit from technologies designed
to mitigate errors and uncertainties in digital evidence re-
25 Council of the European Union, 9554/17 Technical document: 
Measures to improve cross-border access to electronic evidence 
for criminal investigations following the adoption of the Council 
Conclusions on Improving Criminal Justice in Cyberspace, Brus- 
sels, 22 May 2017, part V.C., p.46. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

construction, but it is often confronted with fairness princi-
ples such as proportionality, necessity, and subsidiarity. For
example, in child pornography cases certain techniques fo-
cus on identifying the victim and how the illegal material
is processed and stored by the suspect through automated
comparison and searches in data bases ( Lillis et al., 2018 ),
while others focus on skin detection or examining messag-
ing platforms to detect grooming chats and child pornogra-
phy context ( Amuchi et al. 2012 ; Ulges and Stahl, 2011 ). The
issue is that we do not have sufficient documentation of the
use of one or other technique in order to evaluate which
one is more effective, less intrusive for the human rights of
the suspects/victims or the rights of individuals at large. It
is noticeable that analysis techniques become more reliable
with a larger data set, which perversely is more privacy in-
trusive. One of the effects of data analytics is said to be that
moderately effective algorithms produce better results from
very large amounts of data than better algorithms do from
smaller amounts of data. For example, advanced statistics give
promising results in authorship attribution and detecting cy-
ber bullies or predators online ( Amuchi et al., 2012 ), but require
increased monitoring of social messages and chats and a sig-
nificant amount of sensitive data for training the algorithms.
For example, studies show that the accuracy of feature selec-
tion or classification methods in text analysis depends on con-
text, length of text, and number of authors ( Layton et al., 2010 ;
Zheng et al., 2006 ). 

According to the no free lunch theorem there is no superior
algorithm for solving a search problem if “their performance is
averaged across all possible problems” ( Igel, 2014 ). However, in
digital forensics same tools are reused and repurposed for ter-
rorism prevention, for child pornography detection, for inves-
tigation of murders, for example sentiment analysis, link and
text analysis etc. This raises concerns about the accuracy, opti-
mization, and validation of the implemented algorithms. Op-
timization of algorithm performance is based on understand-
ing (i) under which conditions the algorithm achieves optimal
results and (ii) the characteristics of the dataset. For exam-
ple, some algorithms work better on linear and other on non-
linear feature-feature or feature-class correlations ( Nguyen et
al., 2010 ). If an algorithm was originally designed under the as-
sumption of a linear correlation yet the dataset has non-linear
correlation the results will be suboptimal. On the second pre-
condition, the accuracy of the search algorithm depends on
prior “problem-specific knowledge to achieve better than ran-
dom performance” ( Wolpert and Macready, 2005 ). This means
that the accuracy of examined digital forensic problem will
depend on the algorithm selection and correct interpretation
and assumptions about the input data based on knowledge
specific for e.g. child pornography, murder, or terrorism cases.
All-purpose forensic tools are not designed for domain spe-
cific investigation, does not make the assumptions about the
data set characteristics explicit, and have a fixed algorithm
implementation. Moreover, if they are closed source there is
no possibility to validate the process of algorithm and feature
selection except if the source code is not disclosed. Further-
more, without the information necessary for technical vali-
dation of methods and tools, the legal assessment of legality,
proportionality or reliability of data-hungry algorithms is not
possible. This indicates a level of testing and reliability eval-
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ation of methods in computations combined with human 

ights impact assessment which as observed further is not yet 
chieved in digital forensics. 

Little is known about which technologies in digital inves- 
igations are excessive in relation to the PI. The notion of a 
reasonable suspicion” is insufficient and imprecise to satisfy 
orensic data analysis. The proportionality principle and bal- 
ncing tests are notoriously vague and risk becoming com- 
letely impractical for scrutinizing digital forensics process- 

ng. In the absence of a legislative approach, such a complex 
egal evaluation is transgressed to law enforcement, police or 
igital forensic specialists, which is contrary to the presump- 
ion of innocence and the rule of law. 

Any new digital forensics technology for law enforcement 
urposes must be scrutinized from its design to its application 

or accuracy, intrusiveness, and PI compliance, which requires 
 transition from “all-purpose tools” to “digital forensic methods 
or law enforcement ”. In a legal analysis, it must be considered 

hat the use of technology in an investigation could interfere 
ith or violate the PI. This requires assessing when the inter- 

erence is justified or not, what error-mitigation mechanisms 
xist on both pre-trial and trial to counter pervasive investi- 
ation techniques and compare the reliability versus the in- 
rusiveness of the digital evidence processing. 

. Old procedural guarantees vs. new digital 
vidence processes 

 set of PI threats is invoked by old procedural guarantees on 

rial, which are not adapted to contemporary digital evidence 
rocesses and services. 

The ECtHR has always emphasised the importance of the 
rinciple of orality, where independently of the statements or 
iscoveries in the investigation, on trial the “evidence must be 
roduced […again] in the presence of the accused at a public 
earing with a view to adversarial argument.”26 A further re- 
uirement is that “the whole matter of the taking and presen- 
ation of evidence must be looked at in the light of paragraphs 
 and 3 of Article 6.”27 The burden of proof requires also the 
rosecution to take “positive steps” for disclosure of evidence 
nd respect the defendant’s procedural rights. Moreover, in 

arberà the Court objected that “1600 pages investigation file,
he bulk of which did not concern the defendants”28 does not 

eet the disclosure requirement. What is required are the per- 
onalized findings of the prosecutor, to “specify in detail the 
articular evidence on which he based his account of the facts 

n relation to the defendants,” as well as disclosure of exculpa- 
ory evidence and unused material. These requirements and 

he effectiveness of the principle of orality and the right to 
hallenge evidence on trial in the digital age are shaken and 

s argued further ineffective for digital evidence processes. 
26 Kostovski v The Netherlands, no. 11454/85, 20 November 1989; 
arberà, Messegué and Jabardo v. Spain, no. 10590/83, 6 December 
988. 

27 Barberà v. Spain, § 78; also, Capeau v. Belgium, no. 42914/98, 13 
anuary 2005, § 25. 
28 Barberà v. Spain, § 77. 

l
t
V

2

In a recent case, the prosecutor argued that due to the vol- 
me of data and problems with reimaging the data, the defen- 
ant should be provided only with the data selected for the ex- 
miner’s files.29 Moreover, the investigators conducted several 
earches with forensic tools, without judicial supervision or 
nvolvement of the defence, where the defence had no possi- 
ility to replicate the prosecution searches or search the whole 
ata set for exculpatory evidence. The Court underlined that 
he prosecution arguments were not justified and that all this 
would in principle raise an issue under Article 6 § 3(b)”. How- 
ver, in the particular case no violation of Article 6 was found 

iven the inadequate way of challenging the digital evidence 30 

the defence failed to obtain a court order to access the full 
ata set or had not suggested further investigative measures 
such as a fresh search using keywords suggested by them.
he two cases exemplify that when dealing with data sets and 

orensic examination if the defence does not get a chance to 
ross-examine the procedure for deriving evidence from data 
nd search for exculpatory evidence on pre-trial, the opportu- 
ity to find data as evidence or to scrutinize prosecution ac- 
ions will be lost. The Court‘s emphasis on the importance of 
 procedure to challenge digital evidence on pre-trial is a sign 

f the erosion of the orality trial guarantee due to the volumes 
nd processing of evidence data in investigations, and an in- 
truction to strengthen the active defence evidence rights on 

re-trial stage. 
The trial guarantees such as the principle of orality, disclo- 

ure, and cross-examination of digital evidence are equipped 

o examine only the results of digital forensic processes in re- 
ation to the legal arguments of the case. It is questionable if 
he requirement for “reasoned judgements” can validate the 
actual accuracy of the digital evidence, and if the legal under- 
tanding of the judge of the forensic report summary is suffi- 
ient to take an informed decision considering that the digital 
orensic process is largely omitted from the evidence report.
urthermore, defence lawyers are also prevented from chal- 
enging digital evidence on reasonable grounds in case they 
ad no information on the data sets, tools and methods used 

ut rely only on the reported results and the expert opinion.
oster and Huber argue that “cross-examination, presentation 

f contrary evidence, and careful instruction on the burden of 
roof are the traditional and appropriate means of attacking 
haky but admissible evidence ... This language is usually cited 

y those favouring looser standards of admissibility” ( Foster 
nd Huber, 1999 ). By analogy, loose standards on the reliabil- 
ty of digital evidence and digital forensic process cannot be 
ompensated by the defence rights on trial. 

Weak procedural mechanisms to scrutinize digital evi- 
ence on trial or pre-trial often result in taking the relevance 
nd probative weight of the expert testimony for granted,
hile challenging it on reasonable grounds requires a level 
f technical literacy ( Edmond and Roberts, 2011 ). In most ju- 
isdictions there are no clear or effective procedures to chal- 
enge expert reports or to examine the reliability of the scien- 
ific findings ( Henseler and van Loenhout, 2018 ; Marsico, 2004 ; 
uille, 2013 ). Procedural guarantees such as the principle of 
29 Sigur ður Einarsson and Others v. Iceland, no 39757/15, 4 June 
019. 

30 Ibid., § 91-92. 
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orality, disclosure and cross-examination of digital evidence
do not really work with respect to digital data which is heav-
ily pre-processed long before trial. Digital forensics is a disci-
pline which is constantly fighting against resources deficits,
which require the implementation of verification and valida-
tion mechanisms for legal compliance to be implemented in
evidence processes and systems. Despite admissibility differ-
ences between jurisdictions, the requirement for reliability of
digital forensics turns into the main instrument for interna-
tional discussion and harmonization. 

Moreover, due to the digitalization of most critical services
in society, digital evidence increasingly must be accessed,
used, and understood by suspects, accused, and defendants.
Van Wijk examines the equality of arms principle in the con-
text of evidence gathering with an international component
and concludes that as a safeguard for the accused she has
to be able to either actively by gathering evidence by herself
or at least passively, with the assistance of law enforcement
authority, be able to collect evidence cross-border ( van Wijk,
2017 ). However, this remedy could be limited when the de-
fence has a heavy burden to prove the exact scope and lo-
cation of the digital data, or the particular importance of the
requested digital evidence to the case. Further, the use of tech-
nology may conceal the significance of the LEA operation, co-
operation or intrusiveness. Due to increased cross-border co-
operation in investigations, the regime of foreign evidence
must be harmonized and improved with reliability standards
for digital forensics. This will prevent the danger of parallel
construction or the admissibility of illegally-obtained digital
evidence from abroad ( Gless, 2013 ). 

Therefore, it is further considered that the employment of
computational methods in investigations requires a level of
accountability and transparency which can facilitate an eval-
uation of the proportionality and reliability of the method
and ensure a better position for suspects/defendants and
judges with respect to the technology used and its results in
digital evidence. Reliability criteria documentation, although
only a first step in such an analysis, is a crucial compo-
nent for effective and fair tech-assisted prosecution. How-
ever, despite legislative and standardization requirements for
reliability testing and “forensically sound” procedures, the
practice shows deficits and a lack of solutions for validating
tools, examiners, and methods, as well as a lack of sufficient
documentation and standardized procedures for a reliability
assessment. 

4. Digital forensics –a threat to the PI? 

Shapiro identifies that one of the greatest challenges in the
historical understanding of facts for litigation was the tran-
sit “from something that had to be sufficiently proved by ap-
propriate evidence to be considered worthy of belief to some-
thing for which appropriate verification had already taken
place” [( Shapiro, 2003 ), p. 31]. Verification procedures for the
reliability and authenticity of digital evidence became a topic
broadly discussed for practical solutions that will ensure pro-
tection against wrongful convictions and low-probative ev-
idence. Digital forensics is defined as “the use of scientifi-
cally derived and proven methods towards the preservation,
collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation,
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived
from digital sources.” In forensics, reliability is a property of
a process related to consistent intended behaviour and re-
sults. ( I. ISO 2012 ) It equals reproducibility and validation of
the method ( Foster and Huber, 1999 ; Risinger, 2018 ). A test that
produces the same results on successive applications is said
to be reliable ( Gross and Mnookin, 2003 ). 

The evidence rationalists see the need to complement
the trial-based evidence evaluation, with intellectual de-
velopments in adjacent forensic fields, standards for non-
adjudicative decisions involving a fact-determination espe-
cially on pre-trial phase , and the extra-judicial significance of
the presumption of innocence [( Twining, 2006 ), p. 243]. Ideally,
the criminal process as a whole follows the PI principle, but
also requires its safeguards implementation in a multidisci-
plinary context. This paper examined how Ashworth‘s four le-
gal threats to PI are facilitated by technology, and this concept
could be further elaborated in regard to the scientific threats
to PI. 

The presumption of innocence as a rule of treatment can
be interpreted in digital context as a requirement to procedu-
rally mitigate and minimize the impact of bias, uncertainties,
and errors in digital forensic science. Since digital evidence
is the result of machine-human interactions, standard proce-
dures for digital forensics must mitigate both machine and
human errors. To the contrary, judges “seem to be enthusias-
tic to rapidly embrace the products of technological progress”
( Edmond and Roberts, 2011 ) and often assume that the dig-
ital media source of evidence is “working properly” [( Mason
and Seng, 2017 ), Para. 6.198]. Similarly, “law enforcement and
prosecuting authorities are often willing to use novel science
and technology” in order to secure evidence [( Doyle, 2019 ), Ch.
7]. The enhanced use of automated tools to acquire and anal-
yse digital evidence creates the false perception that technol-
ogy mitigates errors and bias, and results from tools are reli-
able and trustworthy. In fact, such a technological protection fal-
lacy ( Dror, 2020 ) does not account for the multitude of errors,
bias, and uncertainties in digital investigation that might have
detrimental effect on the presumption of innocence and the
fair trial in general. 

Authors examine multiple biasing factors in digital investi-
gations such as exposure to case-irrelevant information, base
rate expectations from previous investigations, failure to eval-
uate competitive hypothesises, or digital context information
indicating intent or bad character ( Edmond, 2016 ; Sunde and
Dror, 2019 ). Examiner errors are related to inaccurate data
examination and tools result interpretation, as well as im-
proper parameterisation of the tool. Tool and method errors
are even more subtle and require formal validation to be de-
tected. Since same tool or method for data examination can
be used in multiple investigations and trials, failing to iden-
tify limitations and errors can potentially result in reopening
all previous cases for re-examination once the errors are de-
tected. Currently, there is no standard in DF for “calculating er-
ror rates for both tools and specific procedures” ( Carrier, 2002 ).
Moreover, errors related to many digital forensic activities are
“systematic in nature and no statistical error rate exists” ( Lyle,
2010 ). Therefore, cross-verification of results based on docu-
menting the methods and tools, and the examiner interaction
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n the process is often more reliable than calculating statisti- 
al error rate. 

The fact that the reliability of digital data or digital foren- 
ics tools can never be assumed is examined further in detail 
o expose the insufficient scientific rigor and validation stud- 
es in the digital forensics discipline. The way digital forensic 
science” is performed in practice shows a process led by op- 
rational and investigative objectives, which lacks scientific 
alidity and process quality assurance. 

.1. The erroneous concept of “digital forensic 
nvestigation”

raditionally, investigation is strictly separated from forensic 
xamination – they are different career paths, requiring differ- 
nt expertise. The investigator is guided by law enforcement 
bjectives, while forensic scientists apply scientific methods 
nd aim at impartiality. 

However, a consistent body of digital forensics literature 
eparted from this legal and regulatory tradition by introduc- 

ng the term “digital forensic investigation” (DFI) ( Carrier, 2006 ; 
eong, 2006 ; Kohn, Eloff and Eloff, 2013 ; Montasari, 2016 ). Often 

he term “digital investigators” is used in the sense of digital 
orensic scientists ( van Baar et al., 2014 ). DFI is defined as “the 
rocess to determine and relate extracted information and 

igital evidence to establish factual information for judicial 
eview” ( Ieong, 2006 ), that is identical to the traditional defini- 
ion of forensic science. So why was the generic term “digital 
orensics (science) abandoned in favour of the new term DFI? 

The need to introduce this new concept was described by 
arrier as follows: 

“Typical forensic science areas answer comparison questions. Un- 
known object is compared to a standard reference and the sci- 
entist determines if they are the same. An object is identified by 
comparing it to several references. The process that occurs in “dig- 
ital forensics” on the other hand, involves searching for evidence,
identifying it, and reconstructing events. The identification and 
comparison process is only one part of the big picture…”

Based on this view, Kohn explained further that DFI is a 
special type of investigation where the scientific procedures 
ollowed and techniques used will allow the results - digital 
vidence - to be admissible in a court of law” ( Kohn et al., 2013 ).

Although, supported by numerous articles, these defini- 
ions are laying out an erroneous view of forensic science 
nd more importantly mix together investigative and scien- 
ific objectives in criminal investigations, which prevents the 
alidation and accountability of both. Firstly, forensic science 
s not dealing only with comparison questions. Legislators 
nd standardization bodies have identified the core forensic 
cience processes as: authentication, identification, classifi- 
ation, reconstruction, and evaluation of traces ( Pollitt et al.
018 ; Risinger, 2018 ). Secondly, the investigation objective is 
o present evidence admissible in court, but this is not an ob- 
ective of digital forensics as a science. The objective of digi- 
al forensics is to test the strength of the digital artefact and 

vents relevant to the investigative case. In fact, mixing the 
nvestigative and the digital forensics science objectives is de- 
cribed as a biasing factor ( Sunde and Dror, 2019 ). Moreover,
he artificial separation of the physical and digital investiga- 
ion is confusing and does not reflect reality. 

The investigation at a case level has different objectives 
nd depends on the criminal procedure and the type of crime.
y contrast, the digital forensics process model is suitable for 
tandardization because it aims to ensure scientific validity ir- 
espective of jurisdiction. It will also assist judges to evaluate 
he forensic methodology according to formalized procedure. 

In practice, digital forensics is often conducted by law 

nforcement officers who are not digital forensic scientists 
 Adams et al., 2013 ; Montasari, 2016 ). Most of the forensics
abs are either part of or financially dependent on law en- 
orcement [( Doyle, 2019 ), Ch. 7]. Moreover, there are signifi- 
ant differences between the investigation objectives and dig- 
tal forensics as a science. The fact that they are performed as 
ne makes the quality evaluation of both harder, poses ques- 
ions about professional bias, protection of innocent defen- 
ants and equality of arms in respect to digital forensics aid 

or the defence. Investigation is a process that develops and 

ests hypotheses to answer questions about events that oc- 
urred ( Carrier, 2004 ). Investigators can search and observe 
igital traces and form hypotheses about the case. However,
hey lack competence to attribute, evaluate, interpret, and re- 
onstruct digital traces ( van Baar et al., 2014 ). Digital foren- 
ic scientists, on the other hand, evaluate traces (facts) in or- 
er to establish their probative strength ( Pollitt et al., 2018 ).
here is also an opposite effect of forensics scientists exceed- 

ng their domain expertise and becoming general investiga- 
ors. ( Risinger et al., 2002 ). 

In conclusion, we advocate a clear separation between in- 
estigation and digital forensics as a science. The further fo- 
us in this paper is on challenges to digital forensics as a sci-
nce producing expert evidence in court proceedings. How- 
ver, the quality of the investigations in the digital domain 

nd their upholding of fair trial standards, although not in the 
cope of this paper – requires further research, especially with 

espect to the EU efforts for harmonisation and cooperation in 

riminal procedures. 

.2. Reliability crisis in digital forensics? 

n the legal domain several issues with unreliable forensic ev- 
dence are reported and discussed at length. Several reports 
ave concluded that false confessions and unreliable forensic 
cience evidence are factors in wrongful convictions ( Edmond,
016 2012 ; Innocence Project 2020 ). Moreover, academics ar- 
ue about systematic over-estimation of the weight of expert 
vidence ( Callen, 2015 ; Edmond, 2016 ; Edmond and Roberts,
011 ). In most jurisdictions, judges continue to be provided 

ith no real guidance on how they should determine eviden- 
ial reliability ( Horsman, 2018 a) which also leads to unequal 
reatment of suspects and defendants ( Gross and Mnookin,
003 ; Risinger, 2000 ). Arguably, the outlined “classical” prob- 
ems with all forensic sciences in adjudication are deepened in 

igital forensics given some specifics in digital forensics prac- 
ice, not typical for other forensic disciplines. 

Doyle (2019 ) conducted extensive research on the quality 
anagement of forensic science and its relation to fairness 

nd concluded that the major challenges faced currently in 

ll forensic fields are: the premature use of novel science and 
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technology which lies outside a quality standards framework,
lack of standardization and harmonization, lack of resources,
and accountability. 

These issues were further emphasized by Interpol as seri-
ous challenges in the digital evidence domain ( Reedy, 2020 )
and in the UK National Digital forensics Strategy [( T. F. The
UK National Police Chiefs Council 2020 ), p. 21]. Digital foren-
sics practitioners and academics expressed concerns about
the lack of scientific validation in digital forensics ( Casey, 2019 ;
Horsman, 2018 b; Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ; Jones and Vi-
dalis, 2019 ), while the reproducibility crisis in the field was
commented on by standardization and governmental bodies
worldwide ( Council of the European Union 2016 ; PCAST 2020 ).
Several legal scholars called for digital forensics expert ac-
creditation ( Henseler and van Loenhout, 2018 ; Kwakman et
al., 2011 ) and discussed the absence of clear legal rules for ev-
idence reliability assessment to the disadvantage of suspects
and defendants ( Edmond, 2012 ; Risinger, 2018 2000 ; Saks and
Koehler, 2005 ; Sommer, 2010 ). The rapid scientific advances
in computer-assisted forensic science render a lot of exist-
ing validation schemas outdated ( Kloosterman et al., 2015 ),
side-track reproducibility studies ( Horsman, 2019 a; Tully et al.,
2020 ), disturb accuracy testing in digital forensics ( Garfinkel
et al., 2009 ), and in the subsequent court evaluation ( Saks and
Faigman, 2008 ). The lack of resources to deal with these con-
tinues to grow data volumes, and complexity ( Horsman 2018 a;
Jones and Vidalis, 2019 ), digital evidence dynamics, and data
volatility ( Horsman, 2019 a; Morgan, 2017 ) is often used as an
argument for not implementing quality standards ( Horsman,
2019 b 2018 a; Casey, 2019 ). 

Table 1 below summarises six classes of problems related
to reliability assurance in the digital forensics’ domain: pro-
cedure, tool, method, examiner, documentation, and data set.
They all introduce accountability and transparency issues in
respect to the investigation, and lack of compliance with sci-
entific requirements for forensic evidence. Consequently, the
DF in practice does not meet any fairness objectives; more-
over, there is a lack any procedural assurance for the rights of
the suspects and defendants. 

The analysis shows that each of the classes is a suitable cri-
terion for development of a formal validation matrix. However,
the identified gaps show that in digital forensics testing prior
to the use of a tool or method for law enforcement purposes
is not sufficient to validate the results. Each of the validation
classes must be tested during the forensic task on a case-by-
case basis for its reliability. The specifics of the evidence data
set or examiner interaction may impact the accuracy of the
forensic methodology. These effects in the digital domain are
symptomatic of the need to implement and enforce reliability
testing in criminal investigation procedures. Minimum stan-
dards for procedural accuracy including strengthening the de-
fendants’ position in respect to digital forensics evidence is
a necessary step in order to preserve fairness standards in
technology-assisted investigations. 

4.3. Evidential reasoning 

Reasoning about digital evidence, especially when it is based
on processing of data, is exposed to a high level of uncertain-
ties and probabilistic inferences which needs to be examined
for accuracy as well. Moreover, digital evidence is always the
result of an interpretation either by the tool or by the exam-
iner. 

The similarities between criminal law and a programming
language are quite interesting, and although criminal law
could trigger a great variety of scenarios, it is the part of law
which aims at maximum bivalent 0 or 1 answers, in order
to ensure equal treatment of individuals and protect them
from the random exercise of powers. A matrix that express
the criminal law rule in standard language can be derived as
follows: 

If < control parameters/ > - [abstract legal rule] 
match < input/ > - [concrete parameters – facts] – uncertainty 
then < output/ > [consequences – punishment] 

The question is then how law, tools, and procedure deal
with this uncertainty during the interpretation of digital arte-
facts. Shum argues that “the evidence is incomplete on mat-
ters relevant to our conclusions, and it comes to us from
sources (including our own observations), that are, for various
reasons, not completely credible. Thus, inference from such
evidence can only be probabilistic in nature…” ( Schum, 2001 ).

Stein argues that the mere probability of statistical evidence
“irrespective of how high it is numerically, can never provide
an adequate foundation for criminal convictions”, therefore
if essential evidence is missing or it is not “susceptible to
maximal individualized testing” or “the testing undermines
its credibility” exposes the defendant to an illegitimate risk
of erroneous conviction. He further argues that allocation of
“the risk of error in criminal ... trials cannot derive from judi-
cial forecasting of the success or failure of the ongoing scien-
tific evolution or revolution” ( Stein, 2005 ). However, the benefit
of the doubt does not equal that someone is innocent or that
someone is probably guilty. Such a probability analysis of the
case could be taken into consideration when developing data
retention rules or allowing enrichment of cold cases with new
information. 

Consequently, if the state cannot develop an adequate test-
ing standard for evidence, before or during trial, this can re-
sult in an infringement or violation of the PI and fairness in
general. Moreover, digital investigations are distant from the
real world and rely on a generalization instead of individual-
ized, trace-based investigation – they could be highly inaccu-
rate if the presumption of innocence is not reinforced at an
early stage of the investigation with respect to potential evi-
dence and potential evidence sources. This raises the question
of the reliability of the predictive (statistical) evidence versus
the requirement of a trace-based fact-finding. 

Jackson and Summers discuss rationalist theories about rea-
soning of innocence and guilt, which can be applied by anal-
ogy to the scientific endeavour in digital forensics when rea-
soning about the digital data itself (inference about digital
evidence). In the examined probabilistic or falsification ap-
proaches “guilt, is measured by the relative amount of evi-
dence for or against it or by subjecting the hypothesis to a
variety of tests to determine its explanatory force in rela-
tion to the evidence” [( Jackson and Summers, 2012 ), p. 215].
In their view, the difficulty of accessing “how much” probabil-
ity is required or how plausible the fact explanation should
be to raise (rebut) reasonable doubt, are “shifting the fo-
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Table 1 – Reliability challenges in Digital forensics. 

Class Challenges 

Procedure -need for standardization, field governance, entry requirements, and transparency ( Horsman, 2018 a; Doyle, 2019 ; Horsman, 
2019 b; Vincze, 2016 ) 
-increasing requirements to prove validity are burdensome for practitioners ( Horsman, 2018 a; Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-dissemination of unreliable knowledge ( Horsman, 2019 b 2018 a) 
-ISO 17,025 is the incorrect vehicle for regulation of standards in DF …but currently the only attempt to achieve a measure 
of quality control ( Page et al., 2019 ; Jones and Vidalis, 2019 ) 
-lack of sufficiently large, centralized validation efforts and a lack of reproducibility studies ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ; 
PCAST 2020 ; Page et al., 2019 ) 

Tool -underlying SW/FS remain unsupported by DF tools for a significant period of time ( Horsman, 2019 a) 
-validation procedures become rapidly obsolete due to versioning/ updates in all SW ( Horsman, 2018 a; Doyle, 2019 ) 
-limited versions of the same tool are tested (newer versions/ updates are not) ( Horsman, 2019 a) 
-commercial forensic tools are not tested for security vulnerabilities ( Wundram et al., 2013 ) 
-testing is time and resource consuming ( Horsman, 2019 a) 
-tests are narrowly defined covering limited scenarios ( Horsman, 2019 a) 
-larger, commercial tools for verification can be both too costly and time consuming, whereas the smaller tools available 
can require too much interaction ( Friheim, 2016 ) 
-reuse of libraries/ functions makes dual-tool verification obsolete 
- even where code can be accessed for analysis, it is likely that a practitioner would have neither the time nor resources to 
effectively scrutinise its structure for error validation ( Horsman, 2018 a) 
-full source code level audit of any tool, let alone any operating system component, to ensure precise and correct operation 
is basically impossible ( Gerber and Leeson, 2004 ) 
the tool producers are either unable (in the case of most small providers) or unwilling (in the case of most larger providers) 
to provide information about how they capture customer requirements, let alone disclose what those requirements are 
( Marshall and Paige, 2018 ; Tully et al., 2020 ) 
-the investigator and the courts must trust that the digital forensic software/ hardware was created accurately ( Marsico, 
2004 ; Carrier, 2002 ; Patel and ó. Ciardhuaéin, 2000 ) 
-lack of proof and verification that a tool is treating all the input data in the same way, does not omit any data and 
processes everything according to the forensic objectives, and does not serve personal or corporate interests ( Stoykova and 
Franke, 2020 ) 
-not all DF tools report errors or inaccuracies 

Method -need of sufficiently reliable scientific basis for the expert evidence ( Horsman, 2018 a) 
-no existing programme can demonstrate the foundational validity of digital forensic tools, nor provides an examiner or 
laboratory the resources needed to perform a comprehensive validation study of a particular implementation of a tool or 
method. ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-limitations of repeatability (could repeat the same error due to code reuse) ( Horsman, 2019 a) 
-without knowing the algorithms that have been used in the tools, there is no way to ascertain that they are not using the 
same algorithm and are, in effect, self-validating ( Jones and Vidalis, 2019 ) 
-at best the process incorporates a sampled-set of verified results ( Horsman, 2019 a) 
-lack of resource of ground truth data ( Tully et al., 2020 ; Horsman, 2019 a; Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-significant practical gaps exist in the ability to carry out tool validation in a scientifically defensible way ( Hughes and 
Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-examination of digital evidence as an investigative rather than forensic activity ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-formal validation methodology, it may be wise to divide forensic tasks into sub-tasks ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-inability to distinguish tool errors from user errors ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ; Horsman, 2019 a) 
-ideal condition validity vs. actual practice validity ( Risinger, 2018 ) 
-challenge to know how to interpret the data ( Horsman, 2019 b; Sremack, 2007 ) 
-transparency and substantial disclosure ( Edmond, 2016 ) 
-need of multidisciplinary peer-review ( Edmond, 2016 ) 
-rapid method development and uncontrolled introduction of untested methods ( Sremack, 2007 ; Arshad et al., 2018 ) 
- have not satisfied the criteria of known error rates ( Jones and Vidalis, 2019 ) 

Examiner -quality systems which exist in DF often target organizations at a laboratory level, not the individual or their outputs and, 
as a result, it is difficult to ascertain the quality and reliability of investigatory work ( Page et al., 2019 ) 
-‘push-button’ forensics – examiners’ dependence on digital forensic tools ( Horsman, 2019 b 2019 a) 
-interaction with the DF tool and data set 
-expression of confidence and reporting error ( Edmond et al., 2010 ) 
-DF practitioner may be responsible for all stages, where oversight and evaluation of the work carried out at each point may 
be minimal ( Page et al., 2019 ) 
-the lack of minimum universal qualifications for digital forensic examiners, ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-wide variation in education, experience, and training amongst digital forensic examiners ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-examiner error and cognitive bias ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ; Sunde and Dror, 2019 ) 

Documentation -time and resource consuming documentation overburdens practitioners ( Horsman, 2019 b 2018 ; Casey, 2019 ) 
-poor documentation cannot serve as established practice ( Horsman, 2018 a) 

Data Set -accurate representation of the original data, its authenticity and integrity can cannot be validated ( Casey, 2007 ) 
-minimum and identifiable modifications, inaccuracies, errors ( Mocas, 2004 ; Beebe, 2009 ) 
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31 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 1993. 
The Daubert criteria was further elaborated in General Electric 
Co. v. Joiner 522 U.S. 136 (1997), and Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael 
526 U.S. 137 (1999). 
cus away from evidentiary tests for determining guilt to-
wards examining the accuracy of the procedures that are
adopted within the criminal justice system for determining
guilt”. 

Thaman elaborates that “procedural rules should require a
minimum amount of solid evidence of guilt in order to ‘re-
but’ the presumption of innocence and send a case to a trier
of fact to its subjective assessment of proof beyond reason-
able doubt” [( Ross and Thaman, 2018 ), p. 76]. He even goes fur-
ther in proposing “negative formal rules of evidence”, which
in capital crimes will prevent convictions on weak, circum-
stantial evidence, but he does not further specify criteria for
the required sufficiency of evidence. While protecting the in-
nocent defender from the risk of low-probative evidence can
indeed be achieved by requiring standards and quality in the
investigation procedure which allocates the risk of error to
the prosecution, the need of strict exclusionary rules to en-
force this is questionable, especially in a dynamic techno-legal
domain like digital evidence. ECtHR case law repeatedly con-
firms that exclusionary rules on evidence do not form part
of the European Public Order [( Jackson and Summers, 2012 ),
p. 215]. Moreover, the introduction of PI-based evidence rules
at the investigation stage benefits quality assurance and reli-
ability testing, which reduce the need for exclusion. Further,
throughout the analysis it has been established that the use of
technology to assist investigations requires a scientific valida-
tion that can cope with the fast developments and changes in
the domain and is easily verifiable by the court on trial, while
strict exclusion will not account for the complexities in such a
validation. 

The interpretation of digital data by LEAs and DF tools for
the purpose of the investigation must be made accountable
and part of the validation procedure. Reasoning about the ev-
idence during analysis and any assumptions made must be
documented. Insufficient individualization and accuracy test-
ing of the digital evidence can potentially result in fairness
violations. 

5. Current approaches to address threats to 

fairness 

Further, the benefits and drawbacks of proposed legal and
non-legal standards to ensure accuracy and fairness of pro-
cedure in different forensic disciplines should be outlined.
In this context, the common understanding of the burden of
proof as a mechanism to allocate the risk of error in the crimi-
nal process, is dependent on accountability and integrity poli-
cies for all tools, processes and services supporting the inves-
tigation. 

5.1. Reliability evaluation by the court 

Given the uncertainties about digital data, its reliability on the
source or during forensic processing must be never presumed
but proved and recorded. One proposed solution was for the
court to do a special evaluation of reliability as in other cases
when scientific evidence is in question. 
The US Supreme Court formulated Daubert‘s rule,31 which
was the first decision to promote court criteria for evalu-
ating expert evidence similar to those that scientists use.
The rule influenced many countries internationally ( Jasanoff,
2005 ), because it drew attention to wrongful convictions based
on unreliable expert evidence ( Innocence Project 2020 ). In re-
cent years detailed reliability requirements were introduced
in academia, forensics, and standardization bodies ( Sommer,
2010 ). Common law countries focused on forensic evidence
reliability requirements as a precondition for admissibility
( Edmond, 2012 ; Edmond, 2011 ), while inquisitorial systems
still rely on accreditation and certification of forensic experts
( Kwakman et al., 2011 ). 

This section examines the Daubert criteria in detail since
it was exposed to serious criticism. This criticism is addressed
here by arguing that Daubert was a step in the right direction,
with high relevance for the digital evidence domain; however,
the problem is the lack of standardized processes to gener-
ate information for scientific validation and the lack of formal
validation procedures during investigations, which makes the
work of the cross-examiner and judges impossible. 

The Daubert standard requires: (1) the forensic theory or
technique to be tested, (2) peer-reviewed, (3) generally ac-
cepted in the scientific community, (4) account for error rates
(5) within the examiner’s expertise. Numerous scholars ex-
pressed concern about the practical applicability of Daubert
( Edmond, 2012 ; Risinger, 2000 ). The critics were mainly in
three directions: (i) that the criteria in Daubert is unclear;
(ii) that judges are ill-equipped to evaluate complex scien-
tific methodology; and (iii) that Daubert seems to have made
it more difficult for the defence to adduce expert evidence
( Edmond and Roberts, 2011 ; Risinger, 2000 ; Jasanoff, 2005 ). As
shown in Table 2 below application of this criteria in digital
forensics outlines the limitations of procedures and a lack of
standards to produce the information needed for a Daubert
evaluation. 

Digital forensics lacks the needed underlying scientific val-
idation process in order to meet any of the criteria. Moreover,
court proceedings are not equipped and judges have different
objectives during trial than to deal with the complexity in such
validation. 

Daubert‘s principle is further questioned for its practical
use in the absence of a “standard […] established and certified
by the justice system” on the required scientific evaluation to
satisfy the court. Opinions were expressed that Daubert places
judges as “amateur scientists” to evaluate complex scientific
findings in checklist fashion ( SKAPP 2003 ). Most state courts in
the US have rejected Daubert and judges expressed the con-
cerns that: 

“Our responsibility then, unless we badly misread the Supreme
Court’s opinion [in Daubert], is to resolve disputes among re-
spected, well credentialed scientists about matters squarely
within their expertise, in areas where there is no scientific con-
sensus what is and what is not “good science,” and occasionally
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Table 2 – Implementing Daubert in practice? 

Testing -lack of solutions to perform validation testing ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-unclear amount, quality, quantity, or type of data needed for validation ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 
-dual-tool verification is failing due to reuse of libraries/functionalities ( Jones and Vidalis, 2019 ; Marshall and Paige, 2018 ) 
-test scenarios does not cover all functionalities of tools ( Horsman, 2019 a) 
-lack of time and resources results in lack of quality standards ( Horsman, 2019 b; Horsman, 2018 a) 

Peer-review -what type of peer review is acceptable ( Tully et al., 2020 ) 
-no common understanding of what makes the reviewer an expert ( Marsico, 2004 ) 
-in DF the rate of change is faster than the time required for peer-review ( Horsman, 2018 a) 
- reference to peer-reviewed method in the DF report is insufficient, because it does not explain how the method was applied 
in the particular case. ( Carrier, 2002 ) 

General 
acceptance 

-most unclear, even irrelevant requirement ( Carrier, 2002 ) 
-proliferation of methods and practices in many areas of digital forensics, where none is considered a standard ( Marsico, 2004 ; 
Horsman, 2019 b; Sremack, 2007 ; Arshad et al., 2018 ) 
-no existing programme can demonstrate the foundational validity of digital forensic tools, nor provide an examiner or 
laboratory the resources needed to perform a comprehensive validation study of a particular implementation of a tool or 
method. ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ) 

Error rates -lack of methodology to evaluate error rates in DF ( Marsico, 2004 ) 
-lack of reporting of errors/ bias ( Jones and Vidalis, 2019 ) 
- inability to distinguish tool errors from user errors ( Hughes and Karabiyik, 2020 ; Horsman, 2019 a) 

Expert skills -requirements for DF specialists vary amongst jurisdictions ( Henseler and van Loenhout, 2018 ; Kwakman et al., 2011 ) 
-competence and impartiality is often assumed by the court ( Gross and Mnookin, 2003 ; Edmond, 2016 ) 
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to reject such expert testimony because it was not “derived by the 
scientific method.”32 

This view is a misinterpretation of Daubert’s objectives and 

oes not account for the judge’s pivotal role in scrutinizing 
he use of science for court proceedings. The most important 
tatement of the Dauber court was that in a “case involving 
cientific evidence, evidentiary reliability will be based upon 

cientific validity.” In fact, the court clarified further in the 
umho case that the developed criteria must not be used as a 
hecklist, but as guidance for improvement and an emphasis 
he importance of scrutinizing scientific evidence by courts.
owever, Daubert indeed can be interpreted as giving the trial 
ourt too broad a discretion to access expert evidence reliabil- 
ty. Moreover, if the field of DF is currently suffering a lack of 
tandards practices and methodologies, how can judges eval- 
ate them in court? 

In new and fast developing disciplines like digital forensics,
he court is indeed ill-equipped to perform complex reliability 
ests when the forensic opinion is based on ongoing research.
owever, research studies show that technology-assisted ev- 

dence production is embraced by both judges ( Edmond and 

oberts, 2011 ) and prosecuting authorities alike [( Doyle, 2019 ),
h. 7]. The enhanced reliance on digital data and automated 

ools is not accompanied by procedures to scrutinize innova- 
ion or by suspect and defendant rights to deal with machine 
nd human bias. Jasanoff emphasizes that “judges cannot sur- 
ender to scientists their responsibilities as gatekeepers of ev- 
dence, nor can they insist on impossibly high standards of 
cientific rigor”. 

The conclusion can be drawn that judges have their impor- 
ant role in verifying the forensic evidence reliability, but they 
annot and must not perform scientific validation of digital 
32 http://www.toxictorts.com/index.php/about-us/articles/ 
2- the- demise- of- daubert- in- state- courts.html . 

o
p
e

orensic methods and tools. Their important role is to define 
he boundaries of permissible expert testimony in court ( Gross 
nd Mnookin, 2003 ) for a particular case. Such validation must 
e performed prior to the court proceedings. Most importantly,

t needs to be done in a standardized and formalized process 
ufficiently documented to be verifiable in later court proceed- 
ngs. Standards and formal procedures help forensic scientists 
o report their scientific findings clearly, allowing judges to un- 
erstand and evaluate them in a routine manner. More impor- 
antly, standards prevent unequal treatment of suspects and 

efendants, by enforcing objectivity and reducing subjectivity 
n both examiners and judges. 

Often in common law systems, a reliability standard is 
roposed as an exclusionary rule for low-quality, computer- 
enerated information ( Teppler, 2014 ), while in civil law sys- 
ems the evidence will be admitted but the question of its 
eliability will be addressed to its probative weight. The Law 

ommission in the United Kingdom proposed a “new re- 
iability regime … designed to enable lawyers and judges 
to properly investigate and determine reliability’ as part 
f an improved admissibility practice” in pre-trial proceed- 

ngs ( Edmond, 2012 ). To the contrary, Edmond argues that 
reliability-based admissibility standard for expert opinion ev- 
dence, even in conjunction with provision for recourse to 
ourt-appointed experts, is unlikely to generate the kinds 
f changes required to improve the quality of incriminating 
orensic science”. The author considers that often the court is 
ot presented with sufficient information on the data bases 
sed, methodology and testing in order to evaluate the relia- 
ility of every piece of evidence in depth [( Edmond, 2012 ), pp.
5–56]. Judges may prefer to look at previous decisions, rather 
han applying complex reliability tests. Moreover, forensic ex- 
erts might stop improving certain procedures and focus on 

thers which are known as accepted by the court. Further 
roposed solution is evidence reliability to be evaluated by 
xperts before it reaches court. Moreover, if digital forensics 

http://www.toxictorts.com/index.php/about-us/articles/62-the-demise-of-daubert-in-state-courts.html
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34 Joseph Raz, Between Authority and Interpretation: On the Theory of 
must be established as a forensic science branch it must
not rely on trials to determine the validity of its methods
and tools. Therefore, legal, and scientific evaluation of va-
lidity must be cumulative, and not subtractive for evidence
in court proceedings. The forensic examiner is forming hy-
potheses about digital facts and tries to falsify them.33 To
the contrary, when evaluating forensic evidence the judge is
acting as a “verificationist ”, who is using the instrument of
doubt to detect logical inconsistencies with respect to all the
evidence in the case and the prosecution hypothesis [( Ross
and Thaman, 2018 ), p. 84 ref. Iacoviello]. The digital artefacts
are checked on trial through the legal reasoning about them,
which does not provide clear standards of factual accuracy or
reliability. 

Therefore, the Daubert-similar criteria must be imple-
mented in practice as a formal validation procedure for dig-
ital forensics. Data for validation and reliability assessments
must be generated as a part of the digital forensic process, and
must be done in a practical and expedited way, in order that
the court be able to further examine the relevance and relia-
bility of the expert evidence in the legal fact-finding process. 

5.2. Reliability validation during investigation 

There have been several propositions from academia and
standardization bodies for a reliability evaluation of digital
forensics methods and digital evidence during investigations.
However, none of the propositions is related to the implemen-
tation of a reliability standard and generating reliability doc-
umentation in the everyday work of practitioners. 

5.2.1. Expert commissions 
Edmond and Roberts examine the dangers to the PI in the ab-
sence of “effective procedures that lead to the exclusion of in-
criminating techniques and opinions that are not demonstra-
bly reliable” ( Edmond and Roberts, 2011 ; Edmond, 2012 ). This is
the argument that taking the relevance and probative value of
expert opinion as default, does not meet the requirement for
procedural accuracy which PI has to enforce in order for the
standard and burden of proof to be satisfied. It is their central
argument that the standard and burden of proof can and do
fail to protect innocent defendants, if not supported by proce-
dures for error mitigation throughout the whole investigation.
Therefore, they argue that “where the state has a range of pro-
cedural options, and the resources are such that any of those
could be adopted, obligation to choose the one which will pro-
duce the most accurate results.”

Based on these considerations, the authors propose a mul-
tidisciplinary advisory board to give opinions on the reliability
of expert evidence, and to assist judges in their further eval-
uation. A similar forensic science oversight commission was
proposed by Findley (2011 ), not only to filter out unreliable
scientific evidence, but also to ensure that it would be chal-
lenged on valid and impartial grounds by the defence. Doyle
(2019 ) examined the lack of impartiality in forensic labs which
33 Karl Popper, Lecture notes, 1953. Science: Conjectures and 

refutations, http://www.nemenmanlab.org/ ∼ilya/images/0/07/ 
Popper-1953.pdf, 1953. Visited 2021-05-05. 
are either part of or financially dependent upon law enforce-
ment. He proposed the accreditation of a government-funded
organization to perform reviews of forensic results for the de-
fence. Further, Broeders et al. (2017 ) recently proposed that big
data analytics and algorithms used in law enforcement “must
be made subject to external review by the relevant oversight
authority,” to scrutinize the quality and use of the data and
methods employed. He further argued for more accountabil-
ity and judicial review of analytical computational methods.
However, the author does not develop criteria for how judges
can effectively scrutinize such technology. Moreover, some of
the analytical tools require reviewers with a multidisciplinary
background e.g. computer science and artificial intelligence,
or digital forensics and data science. 

In Europe, there were also propositions for a European reg-
ister of judicial experts ( Kwakman et al., 2011 ). It is question-
able, however, whether such a specialist body would be a prac-
tical authority on Raz‘s view, 34 ensuring adequate error miti-
gation and protection for innocent defendants. 

An advisory panel will increase bureaucracy and formal
compliance paperwork. Its purpose is further described as
a “review of available knowledge base” but it is question-
able whether current digital forensic techniques would pro-
duce the required reliability assessment information. The NRC
(2009: 189) report, stated that little ‘systematic research has
been done to validate the basic premises and techniques” in
forensics. The panel should only give an opinion to the judge
at trial, but this could strengthen the expert opinion to the ex-
tend where the judge’s evaluation becomes a formality. Since
this solution is resource demanding, it could be used in more
complex digital forensic cases. The remaining unsolved issues
are how to ensure an effective reliability assessment in every
criminal case, what the time limits would be, and how this
would deal with the increase of data in every case. 

The strange tendency to appoint specialist oversight bod-
ies for criminal procedures which have suffered from deficits
for years, also contradicts efforts in many countries to achieve
procedural economy and efficiency given the resource con-
straints in the investigation. For example, Boyne reports that
given the heavy caseloads in both the US and Germany, inves-
tigations are shortened, more confession agreements or plea
bargains are utilized, while minor cases are often dismissed
( Boyne, 2016 ). It is expected that in the digital domain the
amount of data and number of devices for investigations will
drastically increase in the coming years, while the deficit for
IT security and digital forensics specialists will deepen. Com-
mission revisions in more complex cases might be a good so-
lution, but this is redundant, costly, burdensome for practi-
tioners and bureaucratic on a large scale. 

Furthermore, we should not underestimate the utility of
technology to produce accountable and more transparent pro-
cesses for proving reliability without oversight bodies. The
work for the experts will be shifted towards improvement of
Law and Practical Reason (Oxford University Press, 2009. Raz’s idea 
of a theoretical authority might be useful here. The word of a the- 
oretical authority provides us with a reason to hold some belief. 
The directives of a practical authority, on the other hand, provide 
us with reasons to perform some act. 

http://www.nemenmanlab.org/~ilya/images/0/07/Popper-1953.pdf
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eliability and quality assurance processes. A report examin- 
ng national solutions for forensic science quality assurance 
hows extensive reliance on formal requirements for quali- 
cations of experts, while the auditing of the quality of the 
orensic reports and the production of more reliability infor- 

ation during evidence examination is left to the competence 
f the experts ( Kwakman et al., 2011 ). 

.2.2. Judicial oversight in investigations 
f we consider that current investigations are more complex 
iven the use of technology, Risinger makes two appealing 
ropositions, which can be outlined as appropriate for the dig- 

tal domain ( Risinger and Risinger, 2021 ). First, he suggests ju- 
icial oversight of investigations. This could be important in 

espect to the cross-border nature of digital evidence, and the 
ncreased number of cases where accuracy evaluations must 
nclude some assessment of the intrusiveness of investigation 

easures. A complex test for proportionality, subsidiarity, ne- 
essity or different investigation strategies are not guaranteed 

y a single warrant but require assurance over the whole in- 
estigation. Moreover, such judicial oversight could be a sep- 
rate career development, which includes specific multidis- 
iplinary education, especially in terms of tech-assisted evi- 
ence processes. However, the argument could be seen as con- 
rary to the separation between judicial and investigative pow- 
rs. A middle ground could be similar to the French procedure.
he French courts have the possibility to appoint several ex- 
erts in more complex cases and give the parties a series of 
pportunities to challenge the opinion of the expert ( Delmas- 
arty and Spencer, 2005 ). In the digital investigation process,

his could be a combination of experts in data protection, IT 

ecurity and digital forensics, who observe the accuracy and 

rror mitigation of specific methodologies and give guidelines 
or standard procedures. 

.2.3. Crime pattern detection specialists 
he second important point by Risinger is the separation of un- 
ercover operations that develop information concerning the 
xistence of a crime from the investigation of perpetration in 

rdinary crimes. A lot of IT specialists and penetration testers 
re joining efforts to develop crime pattern detection mecha- 
isms and sharing platforms. This could be an adequate solu- 

ion with respect to computation-assisted investigations and 

he blurring of lines between forensics and criminology, or se- 
urity intelligence vs. investigative measures, which are typ- 
cal of the digital domain. As separate career paths, the pro- 
edures for detecting and extrapolating data about criminal 
ctivities from big data sets could be evaluated and verified 

ifferently, relying on intelligence sharing and extensive co- 
peration, while the usual investigations could be more rigor- 
us towards individualized evidence procedures, source veri- 
cation, and relating the data to a concrete suspect or crime.
oth propositions require further research, especially with re- 
pect to extensive undercover work in dark web spaces and 

he lack of any standards of procedures there. 

.2.4. Expert hot tubbing 
ropositions for “devil‘s advocate” case review and “experts 
ot-tubbing” ( Rares, 2011 ; Ross, 2013 ; Sommer, 2009 ) on pre- 

rial can be also questioned as to their effectiveness, since 
hey require more experts, funding, and time. Expert impar- 
iality in such cases may be questionable due to the small 
uild numbers in digital forensics and the quality of the re- 
orts may vary hugely. Further, defence strategies may be 
isclosed prematurely in pre-trial expert questioning. Some 
uestions about digital artefacts require legal and multidisci- 
linary evaluation, which may induce judges to take a passive 
ole in the cross-examination process. 

In some countries, it has also been accepted that an ex- 
ert can demonstrate competence and scientific soundness of 
er/his method by referring to peer-reviewed articles ( Edmond 

t al., 2010 ) or previous work. However, the court will find it dif-
cult to make a scientific validation of the quality of such ar- 
icles and journals. Peer-reviewed methodologies require fur- 
her validation of the correct application of such methodology 
o the case at hand, and documentation of divergence or er- 
ors. 

.2.5. Accreditation of defence experts 
vidence shows that judges currently prefer to base admissi- 
ility decisions upon traditional indicia such as formal qual- 

fications and experience. ( Edmond and Roberts, 2011 ) Doyle 
mphasises that currently all forensic experts are part of, or 
nancially dependent on law enforcement agencies ( Doyle,
019 ). This raises questions about equality of arms and im- 
artiality amongst experts. He proposed accreditation of de- 
ence forensic examiners, which “needs to be recognized in 

he provision of legal aid so that small organizations can af- 
ord to acquire and maintain accreditation.” However, such a 
olution is appropriate only for common law countries and 

ill not solve the lack of suspect and defence rights to cross- 
xamine and challenge the employment of technology in in- 
estigations. Moreover, in the digital domain the resource con- 
traints are high and the volumes and complexity of data and 

echnology are increasing. Having two digital forensic exami- 
ations (for the prosecution and for the defence) goes against 
rocedural efficiency and is impossible in terms of resources,
ime, or trained personnel. 

Therefore, there is a need for further research into the ac- 
ive participation of the defence during the digital forensic ex- 
mination during the investigation, e.g. access to the chain of 
ustody, the right to use the same DF tools/methods to collect 
xculpatory evidence, the right to ask the DF examiner ques- 
ions, and to request scientific validation of the findings. 

Reliability validation during investigations is the most vi- 
ble and appropriate solution for the digital evidence do- 
ain. However, digital forensics investigators lack procedures 

n place to produce the information necessary for reliability 
alidation. Legislation does not enforce such reliability as- 
essment and standard validation procedures, which results 
n routine admission of digital evidence that does not meet 
orensic evidence standards. The criteria identified in Section 
.II Table 1 could serve for further development of validation 

rocedures in order to overcome these limitations in practice.

. Conclusions and further work 

his paper has examined the emerging challenges to the right 
o a fair trial at the investigation stage due to (i) the inappro-
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priate and inconsistent use of technology; (ii) old procedural
guarantees, which are not adapted to contemporary digital ev-
idence processes and services; (iii) the lack of reliability testing
in digital forensics practice. It was argued that PI has a role
to strengthen the evidence at the investigation stage, where
data (information) is heavily processed and corroborated in
growing amounts. Any use of technology during the investiga-
tion must meet a reliability standard which should be weighed
against the probability of wrongful conviction and error. 

The DF challenges taxonomy proves that the way digital
forensic “science” is performed in practice is led by opera-
tional and investigative objectives, which lacks scientific va-
lidity and process quality assurance. Digital forensics has no
established procedures to produce the information necessary
for reliability validation. Legislation is also not enforcing such
reliability assessments which results in routine admission of
digital evidence without meeting digital forensics standards.
Therefore, it is further considered that the employment of
computational methods in investigations requires a level of
accountability and transparency which can facilitate an eval-
uation of the proportionality and reliability of the method
and better ensure the position of suspects/defendants with
respect to the technology used and results in digital foren-
sics. The amount of data and number of devices for investi-
gations will drastically increase over the coming years, while
the deficit for digital forensics specialists will deepen. Com-
mission revisions of DF methodology in more complex cases
might be a good solution, but it is redundant, costly, burden-
some for practitioners and bureaucratic on a large scale. Au-
tomated and standardized reliability evaluation on pre-trial
during the DF procedure, combined with formal verification of
the DF procedure by the court must be considered as the most
suitable method for tackling the current reliability validation
crisis in DF ( Tables 1 and 2 ). 

The presumption of innocence must be taken into consid-
eration in further development of the reliability requirements
for investigative technology, specifically focused on the fur-
ther processing of such data by automated means, the protec-
tion of newly-inferred data, and the issue of repurposing and
merging of data from different data bases and sources with
different levels of accuracy. Moreover, the reliability and fair-
ness of the use of technology must be evaluated atomistic – at
each stage of the processing. More importantly, holistic evalu-
ation of periodical or analytical combinations of investigative
techniques must meet the same standard. The criteria devel-
oped in Section D.II Table 1 can serve for further development
of formal validation procedures in digital forensics. 
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